A Scientist and a Journalist Walk into a Bar.
Who are science journalists, and how can journalists and research scientists work together to improve science communication?
In 2011, science journalist Mark Johnson and his colleagues from the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel won a Pulitzer Prize for their series about a 4-year-old boy with a mysterious and life-threatening intestinal disease.
The journalists described how doctors advocated to have the boy's exome sequenced in order to diagnose him and how the results showed a previously unknown, single genetic mutation. For which Pulitzer category did the journalists win? The one for explaining stuff. Because it ends up that accurately and clearly explaining stuff is difficult.
Science journalists and science writers regularly do just that: they accurately and clearly explain stuff about science in a compelling way for the general public.
Who Are Science Writers? Science writers don't have one specific type of educational background; they arrive at science writing from a variety of paths and educational backgrounds, but as a group, they tend to be generalists. They're curious and want to know how the world works. In high school, they might have read Scientific American and may have adored Stephen Jay Gould. Many studied science in college, while others studied journalism or English. Some discovered that they felt clumsy and out of place in the lab or didn't have the patience for repetitious lab work. One science writer said she was a ''lethal menace'' in the lab; another had nightmares about pipetting.
Many science writers feel compelled to write, and most have questions about the world that they need to answer. One science writer calls herself a ''professional nerd and question-asker.'' Someone who ''writes about science'' could be a grant writer, an educational curriculum developer, or a public information officer writing press releases for universities and research organizations, but we'll focus on science writers who write for the general public in newspapers, magazines, books, and blogs.
When science writers first discover that they can combine their two loves of science and writing, many are surprised and thrilled and consider it a ''happy marriage,'' the ''best job in the world.'' Their science background has taught them to focus on an area of interest and to ask key questions. Their writing skills enable them to tell engaging stories, using vivid details, emotion, and drama. Their journalism training teaches them to look at topics from multiple angles and to place today's scientific discovery into a wider body of knowledge. Overall, they work to bridge the gap between the non-scientist and the scientist.
Robin Marantz Henig, the immediate past president of the National Association of Science Writers (NASW), says that ''not every [scientific] study is definitive; in fact, no one study is definitive,'' and sometimes, one study contradicts a previous study. ''That's just the way science operates.
[But] when there's a back-and-forth kind of thing, the public throws up its hands and says science doesn't know anything.'' It's the job of science writers to explain this incremental, back-and-forth way that science operates and to explain many of the other basics of science, such as how experiments are designed, what peer review is and isn't, and how theories are evaluated based on their explanatory power.
''This is a country where half of the people don't believe in evolution,'' says Michael Specter, a science writer for The New Yorker. ''It doesn't matter how good [the] science is if the people.don't believe it, don't accept, don't think it's important.''
The public funds science through their taxes and science writers would like to bring those taxpayers into the conversation by explaining what a new scientific discovery means and why it matters. Ellen Ruppel Shell, director of Boston University's master's program in science journalism, says, ''Most of [our students] are very thoughtful people who come into this because they want to do good in the world; they want to see positive change. [They] .are really concerned with the public understanding of science and want to contribute in a positive way.'' Journalists need to tell the public ''why science is important, interesting, and relevant to their lives. I'd say that's the number one job we have,'' says Shell.
Specter, who is writing a book about CRISPR and other approaches to gene editing, spent three months at the Broad Institute this summer working directly with geneticists. He's worried that there are not enough public conversations about science. ''Technology moves faster than our ability to deal with it,'' says Specter, ''and now we're.on the verge of being capable of doing really freaky things with genetics. Those freaky things are exciting, but they're also scary. We need to have a way to talk about both the fear and the promise, without people.forming into factions. The only way that can happen is if lots of people are talking about it all the time.'' Explaining how science operates, describing relevant new findings, and bringing everyone into the conversation is a big job. Unfortunately, journalists regularly get the science wrong or they overdramatize an incremental discovery ''We need to have a way to talk about both the fear and the promise [of scientific technology], without people forming into factions. The only way that can happen is if lots of people are talking about it all the time.''
